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ABSTRACT
We present the first extensive measurement of the privacy proper-
ties of the advertising systems used by privacy-focused search en-
gines. We propose an automated methodology to study the impact
of clicking on search ads on three popular private search engines
which have advertising-based business models: StartPage, Qwant,
and DuckDuckGo, and we compare them to two dominant data-
harvesting ones: Google and Bing. We investigate the possibility
of third parties tracking users when clicking on ads by analyzing
first-party storage, redirection domain paths, and requests sent
before, when, and after the clicks.

Our results show that privacy-focused search engines fail to
protect users’ privacy when clicking ads. Users’ requests are sent
through redirectors on 4% of ad clicks on Bing, 86% of ad clicks
on Qwant, and 100% of ad clicks on Google, DuckDuckGo, and
StartPage. Even worse, advertising systems collude with advertisers
across all search engines by passing unique IDs to advertisers in
most ad clicks. These IDs allow redirectors to aggregate users’
activity on ads’ destination websites in addition to the activity they
record when users are redirected through them. Overall, we observe
that both privacy-focused and traditional search engines engage
in privacy-harming behaviors allowing cross-site tracking, even in
privacy-enhanced browsers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Privacy protections; Privacy protec-
tions; • Networks→ Network measurement; Network mea-
surement.

KEYWORDS
Search engines, advertising systems, cross-site tracking,
privacy, measurement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Privacy-focused search engines such as DuckDuckGo, StartPage,
and Qwant [3, 9, 10] promote a strategy of respecting users’ privacy
and promise not to track users’ search and browsing behavior, all
while delivering relevant search results. However, private search
engines rely on advertising for revenue, and use traditional ad-
vertising platforms to deliver ads: DuckDuckGo and Qwant use
Microsoft’s advertising system, while StartPage uses Google’s ad-
vertising system. These search engines are often ambiguous on the
privacy properties of the ads that appear on their search page, and
their consequent privacy properties remain unexplored to the best
of our knowledge.

In this work, we aim to fill this gap by conducting the first
study of the privacy properties of the advertising systems of three
major privacy-focused search engines: DuckDuckGo, StartPage,
and Qwant, and how they compare to more popular search engines:
Bing and Google. We investigate the privacy properties of these
search engines when they: (i) present search ads to users, (ii) when a
user clicks on an ad, and (iii) when the user lands on the advertiser’s
page.

We implement an automated measurement methodology to mea-
sure if and how users can be re-identified (hence, their privacy is
compromised) when clicking on search ads on each search engine
(see Section 3). We build an open-source implementation of this
methodology in the form of a Puppeteer-based pipeline that simu-
lates search queries and ad clicks. We apply this crawling methodol-
ogy to the five search engines, providing a full dataset with visited
websites, cookies created, locally stored values, and web requests to
search engines’ servers and/or other third parties when clicking ads.
We use filter rules from several major open-source lists to detect
web requests to online trackers, and we propose a methodology
to differentiate user identifiers from non-tracking values in query
parameters and cookies values.

We then present in Section 4 a systematic analysis of our dataset
to investigate privacy harms before clicking an ad, during clicking
an ad, and after clicking an ad and reaching the advertiser’s website.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3618257.3624823
https://doi.org/10.1145/3618257.3624823
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We find that users’ privacy is not harmed until users click on an
ad. Privacy-focused search engines do not appear to attempt to re-
identify users across visits or queries and do not include resources
from, or make network requests to known trackers. However, we
find that users’ privacy is compromised by all studied search en-
gines in various ways once users click on an ad.

Disappointingly, we find that all search engines record additional
information about the user and/or the users’ clicks after the user
has clicked on an ad. Private search engines capture data related to
the clicked ad, including the ad provider, destination URL, and the
ad’s position within the search results page, along with the user’s
browsing data, such as the search query, device type, and browser
language. Private search engines do not store user identifiers upon
ad clicks, in contrast to traditional search engines that record user
identifying values. Furthermore, we find that all search engines in
our study engage in navigation-based tracking. Navigation-based
tracking refers to tracking techniques that are redirecting users
through one or more redirectors when navigating from one web-
site to another in order to share user information across sites [33].
Navigation-based tracking does not require third-party cookies
and can be used to circumvent browsers’ privacy protections from
cross-site tracking using partitioned cookies storage. Alarmingly,
we observe that privacy-focused search engines engage in more
navigation-based tracking than non-privacy-focused ones: We ob-
serve navigational tracking on 4% ad clicks on Bing, on 100% ad
clicks on Google, on 100% ad clicks on DuckDuckGo, on 86% ad
clicks on Qwant, and on 100% ad clicks on StartPage.

On the destination page, we check whether the search engine
requires advertisers to abide by privacy-respecting practices by
measuring whether advertisers include trackers or other known
privacy-harming resources. We found that 93% of ads destination
pages (across all five search engines) included tracker and privacy-
harming resources. Finally, we check whether search engines or
redirectors aid advertisers in profiling visitors by measuring the
data they receive in the form of user-describing query params. We
find that advertisers receive user identifiers as query parameters in
68%, 92%, and 53% of cases for DuckDuckGo, StartPage, and Qwant,
respectively. This practice, known as UID smuggling, enables redi-
rectors to aggregate more user behavior data if they have scripts on
the ads’ destination websites and they store the user-identifying pa-
rameters they receive. Notably, in the case of private search engines,
the user-identifying parameters are not set by the search engine
but by the redirectors encountered between the search engine’s
and the advertiser’s sites.

Our results indicate that privacy-focused search engines’ privacy
protections do not sufficiently cover their advertising systems. Al-
though these search engines refrain from identifying and tracking
users and their ad clicks, the presence of ads from Google or Mi-
crosoft subjects users to the privacy-invasive practices performed
by these two advertising platforms. When users click on ads on
private search engines, they are often identified and tracked either
by Google, Microsoft, or other third parties, through bounce track-
ing and UID smuggling techniques. Particularly, advertisers receive
unique user identifiers through query parameters in most ad clicks,
which can enable cross-site tracking even in privacy-enhanced
browsers that block third-party cookie tracking.

2 BACKGROUND
This section briefly discusses the policies and approaches of the
main search engines alongside popular tracking approaches.

2.1 Private search engines
We study the two dominant search engines that rely on user track-
ing for personalized search results and advertisements, namely
Google and Bing, and three of the most popular privacy-branded
search engines that provide users with non-personalized results and
ads: DuckDuckGo, StartPage, and Qwant [11, 29]. Private search
engines can either build their own independent search indexes or
use big tech search engines like Bing, Google, or Yahoo to pro-
vide search results. Both types of private search engines claim not
to store users’ search histories and not to collect nor share track-
ing and personal data. We now describe the advertising systems
employed by the different private search engines and present a
summary of their data-sharing policies outlined in their respective
About pages.

DuckDuckGo is a standalone search engine that maintains and
uses its own search index alongside other indexes, such as Bing’s,
to provide search results [31]. DuckDuckGo relies on Microsoft’s
advertising system but only serves ads based on the search results
and not the behavioral profiles of users [30]:

"search ads on DuckDuckGo are based on the search results
page you’re viewing instead of being based on you as a person"

When clicking an ad on DuckDuckGo, the user is redirected to
the ad’s landing page through Microsoft Advertising’s platform.
DuckDuckGo claims Microsoft does not store ad-click behaviors
from DuckDuckGo for purposes other than accounting and does
not associate ad-clicks with users’ profiles [18]:

"When you click on a Microsoft-provided ad that appears on
DuckDuckGo, Microsoft Advertising does not associate your
ad-click behavior with a user profile. It also does not store or
share that information other than for accounting purposes."

This implies that Microsoft can, though currently chooses not to,
link the ad-click data to an existing Microsoft user profile. The
privacy policy is signed by both DuckDuckGo and Microsoft.

Qwant is a standalone EU-based search engine that allows users
to access online resources without being tracked nor profiled [32].
Qwant relies on Microsoft’s advertising system to deliver ads in
their search results pages. Although Qwant reports transmitting
some information concerning search queries to Microsoft to enable
the latter to present pertinent advertisements, it remains unclear
which specific information is shared. In addition, to detect fraud,
Qwant uses a specialized service offered by Microsoft, which has
access to the user’s IP address and the browser "User-Agent". Qwant
assures that this service does not have access to the search query,
which is sent to another service that does not know the IP address
of the user [32].

Unlike DuckDuckGo, which also uses Microsoft advertising,
we did not find any mention to ad-click behavior information on
Qwant’s privacy policy. They do not mention whether Microsoft
stores this data and for what purposes they use it.
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Figure 1: Cookie tracking in flat vs. partitioned cookies storage.

StartPage is a meta-search engine that allows users to obtain non-
personalized search results from Google’s search index while pro-
tecting their privacy. StartPage relies on Google AdSense to show
ads to users on their results page. According to StartPage’s privacy
policy, the search engine serves strictly non-personalized ads since
it does not share any identifiable information with Google. There-
fore, ads displayed on the search results page are solely based on
the user’s search query [38].

Regarding ad-click behavior data, the privacy policy does not
make any reference to whether Google tracks or profiles users based
on this information. Nevertheless, StartPage emphasizes that by
clicking on an ad, users leave the protection of StartPage’s privacy
policies and become subject to the data collection practices of the
website they are redirected to [37].

"By clicking on an ad, like any other external website you click
on after performing a StartPage search, you leave the privacy
protection of StartPage and are subject to those websites’ data
collection policies."

2.2 Cross-site tracking
Cross-site tracking refers to the practice of following a user across
multiple first-party websites and associate their browsing activ-
ities to a unique identifier. Web tracking practices require first-
party websites (e.g. the content providers) to share data about a
user’s activity with third parties (the trackers). Online tracking has
been traditionally implemented through browser cookies. However,
due to increasing adoption of cookie-blocking browsers and exten-
sions, and the push on adopting partitioned cookies storage on web
browsers, more and more trackers started to rely on navigational
tracking techniques. We next discuss the details on how these two
techniques work.

2.2.1 Cookie tracking. To enable cross-site cookie tracking, when-
ever a user visits a first-party website, the website makes a request
to the third-party website (the tracker). This allows the tracker to
set a cookie, which will identify the user and will be associated
with the browsing activity of the user. For example, when the user
visits a website A that makes a request to the tracker T, the tracker

associates the cookie identifier of the user with the fact that the
user visited website A (see Figure 1). Later, when the user visits
website B, which also makes a request to the tracker T, the tracker
will be able to associate the cookie identifier of the user with the
fact that the user visited website B. Hence, the tracker will be able
to know that the user visited both websites A and B.

This was initially possible because browsers had a common
cookie storage containing all cookies, and trackers could read their
corresponding cookies regardless of which first-party website al-
lowed the tracker cookie to be set (see Figure 1). However, several
browsers, such as Safari, Firefox, and Brave, have implemented par-
titioned storage to prevent using cookies for cross-site tracking [33].
These browsers use a partitioned cookies storage with a hierarchi-
cal namespace where a tracker accesses a different storage area
on each website that loads it, preventing trackers from matching
or assigning the same identifiers to users across multiple websites.
Hence, cross-site tracking based on cookies can no longer be per-
formed on these browsers. Chrome -the most used web browser- is
in the process of testing partitioned cookies storage but does not
use it by default [27, 28].

2.2.2 Navigational tracking. Navigational tracking refers to track-
ing techniques that use one or more URL navigations to share user
information across sites. Navigational tracking does not require
third-party cookies and can be used to circumvent browsers’ pri-
vacy protections from cross-site tracking using partitioned cookies
storage.

Bounce tracking is a navigational tracking technique that refers
to redirecting users through one or more redirectors when nav-
igating from one website to another. To allow this, a website A
containing links to another website B does not directly link to the
target B but instead links to an intermediary redirector (R)–the
tracker (see Figure 2). When users click on a link on website A, they
are taken to the redirector first, which then redirects them to the
intended destination (website B) or other intermediary redirectors.
The website A can directly change the actual link of the destination
(b.com) to a redirection link (r.com), or a redirector’s third-party
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Figure 2: Bounce tracking.
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Figure 3: UID smuggling

script can do it. On its turn, the redirector can change the desti-
nation link again and send it further to other redirectors. Hence,
from the link in the ad on the website A, one cannot know all the
different redirectors the users will pass through when they click on
an ad. We call the redirection path all the websites a user navigates
through to arrive from A to B. Since, from a browser perspective,
the redirector is the first-party domain, it can read or set cookies
in its own partition [26]. In the following, we describe what data
redirectors can infer according to the redirector’s behavior.
(1) If the redirector does not set a first-party cookie, it will only

know that a user went from website A to website B and will not be
able to link this to other user browsing activities.
(2) If the redirector sets a first-party cookie, it will be able to

aggregate all the activity of the user that is redirected through it
(either from website A or other websites that use it as a redirector),
hence, it will allow cross-site tracking.
(3) If the redirector also sets third-party cookies on websites A

and B, it will not be able to link the activity of the user on website
A with the activity of the user on website B, and with the activity
of the user that goes through its own site (through redirects) since
they do not share the same user ID [33]. Hence, while bounce
tracking allows to a certain degree, cross-site tracking, it does not
have the same coverage as the traditional (and soon-to-be obsolete)
third-party cookie tracking.

UID smuggling is a navigational tracking technique that modi-
fies users’ navigation requests by adding information to the navi-
gation URLs in the form of query parameters. In addition, similar
to bounce tracking, UID smuggling may redirect the user to one
or more third-party trackers before redirecting the user to the in-
tended destination. Figure 3 describes this process. When a user
clicks on a link on a website A, the originator page itself or a tracker
on the page–through a script–decorates the URL by adding the orig-
inator’s user identifier (UID) as a query parameter. The user then
passes through zero or more redirectors which are invisible to him.
Each of these redirectors can get the UID from the query parameter
and has permission to store it in a first-party cookie under the redi-
rector’s domain. Finally, the user is sent to the destination website
B, and the redirector can forward or not to website B the UID it
received from A. All the trackers on website B will be able to read
the UID from the query parameter and know that it was the UID
sent by the originator (through request headers).

UID smuggling is more powerful than bounce tracking. Trackers
using UID smuggling regain the ability to share UIDs across web-
sites with different domains and can circumvent restrictions from
partitioned cookie storage spaces [33]. For example, they can link
the user’s visits to the website A with the user’s visits to website B
and the user’s activity that goes through its site (through redirects)
since they can all be linked to the same user ID. In addition, UID
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smuggling can help other trackers on website B (and website A) to
link users’ browsing activity across all the websites that received
the UID as a query parameter.

Hence, bounce tracking and UID smuggling are two powerful
techniques to circumvent browser’s solutions for forbidding third-
party cookie tracking.

3 MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
We develop a measurement methodology to capture network flows
when clicking on an ad from a search engine results page. Using
multiple crawlers, we simulate a large number of search engine
queries in order to collect a sample of information flows per search
engine. For each request, we collect the cookies created, the locally
stored values, and the web request sent by the browser. In addition,
we rely on several open-source datasets to detect web requests to
online trackers. We consider five main search engines: Google1,
Bing2, DuckDuckGo3, StartPage4, and Qwant5. We use Google and
Bing as baselines to compare with the other three, which claim to
have higher privacy standards and protective measures in place.

3.1 Crawling system
Each crawling iteration begins at a search engine’s main page,
where our system will type a query and access the search engine
results page. Next, it chooses one of the displayed ads to click
on to access its destination website. Then, the navigation path
passes through zero or more redirectors before landing on the ad’s
destination website. The redirectors are invisible to the user but can
be identified through an analysis of network requests initiated by
the browser. Each of these redirectors can read the query parameters
added by the search engine or other intermediaries and store them
locally or send them to other third parties. The system records
all first-party and third-party cookies, local storage values, and
web requests at each step. We run each iteration in a new browser
instance to ensure no stale data is cached from previous iterations.

Depending on the search engine, ads are either part of the main
page or are loaded through an iframe. We use scrapping techniques
to detect them and rely on several HTML elements’ attributes. For
instance, all ads on StartPage are inside an HTML element titled
"Sponsored Links". Moreover, we use hyperlink values to detect
Google ads since they all link to "www.googleadservices.com/*".

Our system prioritizes ads with landing domains it has not vis-
ited yet, aiming to maximize the number of different destination
websites. Each time a crawler clicks on an ad, our system adds the
domain of its landing URL to the list of visited websites. In the sub-
sequent iterations, the crawler first extracts the landing domains
of all the displayed ads. The landing domains are included within
the HTML objects of the advertisements on all search engines. The
crawler then gives preference to click on ads leading to domains
that have not been encountered in the list of visited websites.

We reproduced these steps for 500 search queries on the five
search engines. We randomly choose them from Google Trends [21]
and movie titles from MovieLens [6]. All iterations were performed
1https://www.google.com/
2https://www.bing.com/
3https://duckduckgo.com/
4https://www.startpage.com
5https://www.qwant.com/

Table 1: Number of search queries, destination websites, and
redirection paths.

# Queries
# Different
destination
websites

# Different
redirection
paths

Bing 500 98 131
Google 500 102 134
DuckDuckGo 500 56 94
StartPage 500 60 107
Qwant 500 60 88

in "accept" cookies mode. Table 1 represents the number of differ-
ent search queries we typed, the number of different destination
pages we landed on, and the number of different domain paths we
collected for each search engine.

We implemented our system using Puppeteer [7] to automate
visiting search engines’ websites, typing search queries, detecting
and clicking on one of the displayed ads, and waiting for 15 seconds
on the ad’s destination website. We reproduce these steps multiple
times from the same IP address for each search engine. To reduce
the chance of being identified as bots, we use puppeteer-extra-
plugin-stealth [8]. This plugin applies various techniques to make
the detection of headless Puppeteer crawlers by websites harder.

Puppeteer allows us to record cookies and local storage for each
request. However, it does not guarantee that it can attach request
handlers to a web page before it sends any requests [33]. Hence,
detecting and collecting web requests only using Puppeteer might
cause losing some of them. We use a Chrome extension alongside
Puppeteer crawlers to record web requests during all the crawl-
ing time. We do not observe a significant difference between web
requests recorded by crawlers and web requests recorded by the
extension. In median, the crawlers recorded 97% of the requests
recorded by the extension. The code of the crawling system and the
dataset are available at https://github.com/CHOUAKIsalim/Search_
Engines_Privacy.

3.2 Detection techniques

Detection of trackers:We use URL filtering to detect web requests
to online trackers. We use filter rules from two open-source lists:
EasyList [4] and EasyPrivacy [5]. EasyList is the most popular list
to detect and remove adverts from webpages and forms the basis of
many combination and supplementary filter lists [19]. EasyPrivacy
is a supplementary filter list that detects and removes all forms of
tracking from the internet, including tracking scripts and informa-
tion collectors [19]. These filter lists are used by extensions that aim
to remove unwanted content from the internet, like AdBlock and
uBlock. We combined and parsed these lists using adblock-rs [1]
and obtained 86 488 filtering rules.

In addition, we use the Disconnect Entity List [2] to get the
entities of online tracker domains. It is a dictionary where keys
represent entities such as Google, Microsoft, and Facebook, and
values represent the web domains that belong to each entity. Hence,
to get the entity of a tracker, we iterate over all values and search to
what entity is the tracker domain associated with. This list contains
1 449 entities and 3 371 related web domains.

www.googleadservices.com/*
https://www.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/
https://duckduckgo.com/
https://www.startpage.com
https://www.qwant.com/
https://github.com/CHOUAKIsalim/Search_Engines_Privacy
https://github.com/CHOUAKIsalim/Search_Engines_Privacy
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Detection of bounce tracking:We classify an instance as bounce
tracking when an advertisement’s destination link is altered to pass
through one or more redirectors. To construct the redirection se-
quence, we trace the series of URLs the browser navigates through
after clicking an ad and prior to reaching the advertisement’s in-
tended landing page. We further validate the redirection sequence
by examining the HTTP response headers, precisely the ’Location’
and ’status code’ headers. These headers divulge the redirection
process, as the ’Location’ header contains the new redirection URL,
and status codes such as ’301 Moved Permanently,’ ’302 Found,’ ’307
Temporary Redirect,’ and ’308 Permanent Redirect’ indicate the
occurrence of redirection [17].

Detection of UID smuggling and user identifiers: To detect
UID smuggling, we need to differentiate between query parameters
that represent user identifiers and non-tracking query parameters
such as session identifiers, dates, and timestamps. We consider all
query parameters, localStorage, and cookie values. We call them
tokens. There are 6 971 unique tokens in our dataset. We perform
the following filtering, which is similar to the one performed by
Randall et al. [33]:
(i) Each iteration is executed in a new browser instance; hence,
user identifiers should not be shared across browser instances. We
discard tokens that are the same across all or a subset of browser
instances.
(ii) For each browser instance and search query, we analyze the
tokens resulting from the URLs of all ads that appear on the results
page (which are usually in the form of googleadservices.com/....
/aclk?..cid=CAESbeD2ZWCwqFv3e-2k_....). We discard tokens with
different values for the different ad URLs as they likely correspond
to ad identifiers.
(iii) To detect session identifiers, we store the profile of each it-
eration in a separate directory and execute an extra iteration per
browser instance one day later to seewhich values of cookies/parameters
change.We discard tokenswith different values in the two iterations
as they are more likely session identifiers.
(iv) Similar to [33], we use programmatic heuristics to discard partic-
ular values. We discard tokens that appear to be timestamps (values
between June and December 2022 in seconds and milliseconds),
tokens that appear to be URLs, tokens that constitute one or more
English words ([20]), and tokens that are seven characters long or
less.

After using these filters, we are left with 1 942 tokens. We man-
ually investigated them and observed a non-negligible number of
false positives. Hence, we manually filtered the remaining tokens
and removed those composed of any combination of natural lan-
guage words, coordinates, or acronyms. In the end, we are left
with 1 258 user-identifying tokens, which we consider to be user
identifiers.

4 RESULTS
This section presents the results of applying the presented method-
ology to the five selected search engines. We measure how users’
privacy is affected before, during, and after clicking on a search
ad. We find that the advertising systems on all evaluated search
engines result in privacy harm, even for search engines that market

themselves as privacy-respecting. We find that how, and to what
degree, user privacy is harmed varies across each evaluated system.

The rest of this section proceeds as follows. Section 4.1 begins by
presenting measurements of how user privacy is impacted before
users click on an ad (i.e., after the user has received answers to their
search query, but before the user clicks on an advertisement con-
tained among or alongside the search results). Section 4.2 presents
measurements of how user privacy is effected during clicking on
an advertisement (i.e., after the user has clicked on an advertise-
ment, but before the user arrives at the advertisement’s destination).
Finally, Section 4.3 gives measurements of how user privacy is af-
fected after clicking on an advertisement (i.e., after the user has
arrived at the final destination of the advertisement link, and scripts
are executed on the advertiser’s website).

4.1 Before clicking on an ad
We first present measurements of how the advertising systems used
by popular search engines affect user privacy before a person has
clicked on any advertisement. At this point in the process, the user
has submitted a query to the search engine and received a results
page. The returned results include at least two types of links: “or-
ganic results” (i.e., websites that contain content the search engine
thinks relates to the query) and “paid results” (i.e., advertisements
that the search engine has been paid to show to users).

This subsection presents measurements of how user privacy is
impacted before the user has selected, clicked on, or otherwise
"engaged" with a search advertisement. Since a user will only click
on a fraction of the advertisements they are presented with, users
will be effected by these “before” privacy harms more frequently
than the privacy harms presented in later subsections.

4.1.1 First-party reidentification. We first measure whether search
engines track or reidentify users across queries and visits. We find
that the non-privacy-focused search engines (i.e., Bing and Google)
track users across visits and are able to link different search queries
to the same user who made those queries. The privacy-focused
search engines, on the other hand, do not appear to attempt to rei-
dentify users across visits or queries, aligning with the claims made
in their privacy policies (see Section 2.1). We measured whether
search engines are able to reidentify users across queries and visits
by looking for whether search engines stored unique user identi-
fiers in the browser’s first-party storage (e.g., cookies, localStorage).
Specifically, we inspected the DOM storage area for each site and
looked for stored values that appeared to be unique identifiers, us-
ing the heuristics described in Section 3.2. We observed that Google
and Bing did store such user identifiers; the other search engines
did not.

We note that some privacy-focused search engines did store
other values in first-party storage, but that they were used for
purposes other than user identification (e.g., client-side storage of
user preferences).

4.1.2 Requests to trackers. We also measured whether search en-
gines harmed user privacy by communicating with trackers when
presenting advertisements. We did not observe any search engine
including resources from, or making network requests to, known
trackers.

googleadservices.com/..../aclk?..cid=CAESbeD2ZWCwqFv3e-2k_....
googleadservices.com/..../aclk?..cid=CAESbeD2ZWCwqFv3e-2k_....
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We checked for communication with known trackers by i. record-
ing the URLs of all the network requests made by the browser when
rendering the search results, and ii. checking those URLs against
popular filter lists (as described in Section 3.2). These URLs com-
prise both the sub-resources (e.g., scripts, images, videos) loaded by
the results page and the third-party requests made using the Web
networking APIs (e.g., XMLHttpRequest, fetch(), web sockets).

We note that we were only able to measure the client-side
network behavior of each search engine, and could only observe
whether the search engine pages themselves were sharing informa-
tion with known trackers. We were not able to measure how or if
each search engine communicates with trackers on the server-side.

4.2 When clicking on an ad
Next, we measure how user privacy is affected after the user clicks
on an ad, but before the user has arrived at the ad’s destination
(usually, a page controlled by the party placing the advertisement).
This step of the process involves systems run by both the search
engine itself and the advertising platform paying for the ad.

During this stage, the advertising systemmay try and accomplish
several goals, including fraud detection (i.e., attempting to detect
if the “click” was the result of an automated system, intending
to increase how much the advertiser pays the search engine) and
user profiling (i.e., recording information about the user clicking
the ad to combine with existing user profiles). Simultaneously,
the search engine may use this step in the processs to try and
achieve other goals, including quality of service measurements
(i.e., ensuring that advertisements render correctly) or additional
user profiling (i.e., recording which ad the user clicked to “enrich”
whatever information the search engine may have about the user).

We find that the measured search engines vary widely in how
they treat user privacy when the user clicks on an ad. However, we
also find that the advertising systems engage in privacy-harming
behaviors and share user identifying information with third parties
across all measured search engines, despite the privacy-focused
branding adopted by some search engines.

4.2.1 Search engine page behaviors. First, we measured what be-
haviors the search engine’s page engages in after the user clicks
on an ad but before the browser begins navigating away from the
search engine’s page (and towards the advertisement’s destination
page). These behaviors might be things like recording which adver-
tisement the user clicked on or how long the user waited before
clicking, and are implemented with browser APIs like “onclick”
handlers and “ping” attributes [16].

Wemeasured each search engine’s post-click behaviors by record-
ing what network requests happened on the page after each ad-
vertisement was clicked on. We find that all search engines record
additional information about the user and/or the user’s click, after
the user has clicked on an ad.

Bing. Clicking on an advertisement on Bing results in addi-
tional first-party (i.e., within Bing) network requests. In all itera-
tions, clicking caused a request to be sent to https://bing.com/fd/ls/
GLinkPingPost.aspx. These requests included several query param-
eters, including the clicked ads’ destination websites. Furthermore,
these requests include user identifiers, for instance, communicated

in the MUID cookie –A cookie identifying unique web browsers
visiting Microsoft sites- 6.

Google. Clicking on ads onGoogle results in additional first-party
web requests. In all cases, the browser sends POST web requests to
https://google.com/gen_20?. These requests include user identifier
values communicated in cookies such as NID and AEC 7.

DuckDuckGo. Clicking on an advertisement on DuckDuckGo
results in additional first-party network connections to https://
improving.duckduckgo.com. These requests include several query
parameters, such as the search query, the ad provider (Bing in all
cases), and the destination URL of the clicked ad. Next, the browser
sends an additional network request that fetches a JavaScript file
served from https://duckduckgo.com/y.js. This request includes
several query parameters containing information about the ad and
the link to which the user should be redirected (link to Bing servers).
We note that none of the query parameters nor the cookies sent with
these web requests matched our user heuristics for user identifiers.

Qwant. When clicking on an advertisement on Qwant, a first
request is sent to https://qwant.com/action/click_serp, including
information about the user’s browser, such as the type of the device
and the browser language, along with the search query. Further-
more, this request contains information on the clicked ad (e.g., its
position on the results page and the destination website). Then,
another request is sent to https://api.qwant.com/v3/redirect/, in-
cluding the URL to direct the user to. These two connections do not
include user identifiers as query parameters nor as cookies values.

StartPage. Clicking on an advertisement on StartPage results in
an additional first-party request to https://startpage.com/sp/cl. This
request includes information about the position of the clicked ad
on the results page, but does not include the ad’s destination URL.
Similar to DuckDuckGo and Qwant, requests to StartPage servers
do not include user identifiers.

In summary, we find that all search engines, traditional and
privacy-focused alike, record information about users’ ad clicks.
They all collect data about the clicked ad, such as its position on
the results page or destination URL. However, only traditional
search engines (Google and Bing) include user identifiers with web
requests to their servers.

4.2.2 Navigation Tracking. Next, we measure whether the advertis-
ing systems in search engines engage in navigation-based tracking,
a technique for tracking users that circumvents browser privacy
protections by directing a user through otherwise unrelated sites.
Section 2.2.2 provides a high-level summary of how navigating
tracking works and why it is an effective method of circumventing
tracking protections in many browsers. We find that most of the
search engines in our data set engage in navigation-based tracking
at least some of the time. Further, we find that the privacy-focused
search engines engage in navigation-based tracking for the majority
of placed ads.

Wemeasure the navigation tracking we observed on the selected
search engines in three dimensions: i. the distribution of how many
sites the user is “bounced” through when they click on an ad on
6https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/clarity/cookie-list
7https://policies.google.com/technologies/cookies

https://bing.com/fd/ls/GLinkPingPost.aspx
https://bing.com/fd/ls/GLinkPingPost.aspx
https://google.com/gen_20?
https://improving.duckduckgo.com
https://improving.duckduckgo.com
https://duckduckgo.com/y.js
https://qwant.com/action/click_serp
https://api.qwant.com/v3/redirect/
https://startpage.com/sp/cl
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/clarity/cookie-list
https://policies.google.com/technologies/cookies
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Figure 4: CDF of the number of different redirectors for Bing,
DuckDuckGo, Google, and StartPage.

each search engine, ii. how many different organizations a user
is exposed to during navigation tracking episodes (distinct from
the number of pages or domains), and iii. the distribution of the
number of sites in the redirection path that store user-identifying
cookies.

Number of sites visited. Figure 4 presents the distribution of the
number of different sites (i.e., 𝑒𝑇𝐿𝐷 + 1) each search engine directs
the user through when clicking on an ad. We observe that clicking
on an ad on Bing generally results in being redirected through the
fewest number of sites (96% of ad clicks on Bing result in no other
site being visited except for Bing and the final destination site).
Clicking on sites on DuckDuckGo, Google, and Qwant typically
results in visiting one other site (respectively, 82%, 69%, and 72% of
clicks result in an intermediate navigation to a site different than
the search engine and the ad’s destination). Clicking on ads on
StartPage resulted in (on average) visiting the largest number of
different sites (93% of clicks resulted in visiting at least two sites
other than StartPage and the ad’s destination).

Number of organizations visited. However, we note that all redi-
rections are not equal in their privacy impact; the marginal privacy
harm is generally much lower if a site redirects the user between
two sites the company owns, versus the user being redirected be-
tween two sites owned by unrelated companies. More concretely,
there is little-to-no additional privacy harm if Google bounces a
user—and passes information about the user—from google.com
to googleadservices.com, while there is privacy harm if Google
bounces a user–and the user’s information—from google.com to
facebook.com (i.e., Facebook learns new information they otherwise
would not learn).

Understanding the privacy harm of navigation tracking requires
consideringwhich sites the user is being “bounced” between. Table 2
presents the five most common redirection paths for each search
engine, and Table 7 in the appendix presents the most common sites
in the redirection paths. Moreover, we group redirectors’ domains
by the organization to which they belong using the Disconnect
Entity List [2]. Table 3 presents the fraction of navigation paths
that include a website from each organization across all search
engines.

We observe that the impact of navigation tracking differs widely
between search engines. On one hand, the navigation tracking that
occurs from clicking on ads on Google results in little additional
privacy harm; the most commonly immediately visited sites are also
operated by Google (i.e., googleadservices.com and ad.doubleclick.
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Figure 5: CDF of the number of different redirectors that store
UID cookies for Bing, DuckDuckGo, Google, and StartPage.

com). On the other hand, we find that navigation tracking signifi-
cantly harms user privacy on privacy-branded search engines. In
all three cases, users are either usually directed to Bing sites (100%
and 76% of the time for DuckDuckGo and Qwant, respectively) or
Google sites (100% of the time for StartPage).

While these results are alarming—since these are search engines
advertising that they are privacy-preserving —they are not inexpli-
cable. DuckDuckGo and Qwant rely on Bing to provide search ads,
and StartPage relies on Google.

Number of sites that identify users. The extent of privacy harm
resulting from bounce tracking depends on two key factors: the
behavior of the redirector (i.e., whether the redirector stores user-
identifying cookies) and the type of cookie storage used by the
browser (flat or partitioned). The lowest level of privacy harm oc-
curs when the redirector does not store any user-identifying cookies.
In this case, the redirector can infer the source and destination of
the navigation event (i.e., the search engine and the ad’s website).
However, if the user navigates through the same redirector multi-
ple times, the redirector cannot aggregate the tracking data from
different visits to the same user.

In contrast, if the redirector sets UID cookies on users’ browsers,
it can combine tracking data each time the user bounces through
it. Specifically, if a user clicks on multiple ads on the same search
engine and is redirected through the same redirector each time,
the redirector can aggregate all the websites the user has visited.
Moreover, if the user’s browser has flat cookie storage, the redirector
can potentially aggregate the user’s activity and match it to the
same user instance on every website where the redirector has a
script.

Figure 5 presents the distribution of the number of different
redirectors in the navigation paths that store UID cookies for each
search engine, and the Table 4 lists these redirectors that store UID
cookies on users’ browsers. Our observations indicate that the level
of privacy harm resulting from bounce tracking varies considerably
across different search engines. While the navigation tracking that
occurswhen users click on ads on traditional search engines appears
to cause little privacy harm, as users are identified by sites operated
by third-party entities in only 4% and 8% of navigation paths for
Bing and Google, respectively. In contrast, for the three privacy-
branded search engines, users are identified by sites operated by
third-party entities in most cases. Precisely, more than 95% of users
clicking on ads on DuckDuckGo, StartPage, or Qwant are identified
by Bing, and Google identifies users clicking on ads on StartPage
in 100% of cases. As a result, Google and Bing might associate the

google.com
googleadservices.com
google.com
facebook.com
googleadservices.com
ad.doubleclick.com
ad.doubleclick.com
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Table 2: Top five most common navigation domain paths when clicking an ad for each search engine.

Search engine Domain paths Frequency

Bing

bing.com - destination 96%
bing.com - clickserve.dartsearch.net - ad.doubleclick.net - destination 3%
bing.com - t23.intelliad.de - 1045.netrk.net - destination 1%

Google

google.com - googleadservices.com - destination 69%
google.com - googleadservices.com - clickserve.dartsearch.net - ad.doubleclick.net - destination 17%
google.com - googleadservices.com - pixel.everesttech.net - ad.doubleclick.net - destination 4%
google.com - googleadservices.com - monitor.clickcease.com - destination 4%
google.com - googleadservices.com - monitor.ppcprotect.com - destination 2%

DuckDuckGo

duckduckgo.com - bing.com - destination 82%
duckduckgo.com - bing.com - clickserve.dartsearch.net - ad.doubleclick.net - destination 14%
duckduckgo.com - bing.com - 6102.xg4ken.com - destination 2%
duckduckgo.com - bing.com - clickserve.dartsearch.net - ad.doubleclick.net - tpt.mediaplex.com - desti-
nation

1%

duckduckgo.com - bing.com - pixel.everesttech.net - destination 1%

StartPage

startpage.com - google.com - googleadservices.com - destination 73%
startpage.com - google.com - googleadservices.com - clickserve.dartsearch.net - ad.doubleclick.net -
destination

17%

startpage.com - google.com - destination 6%
startpage.com - google.com - googleadservices.com - 6008.xg4ken.com - destination 1%
startpage.com - google.com - googleadservices.com - clickserve.dartsearch.net - ad.doubleclick.net -
monitor.ppcprotect.com - destination

1%

Qwant

qwant.com - bing.com - destination 66%
qwant.com - destination 14%
qwant.com - bing.com - clickserve.dartsearch.net - ad.doubleclick.net - destination 10%
qwant.com - track.effiliation.com - destination 3%
qwant.com - click.linksynergy.com - destination 3%

Table 3: Fraction of navigation paths that include a website
from each organization across all search engines.

Bing Google DuckDuckGo StartPage Qwant

Adobe 0% 4% 1% 0% 1%
Conversant
Media 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%

DuckDuck
Go 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%

Facebook 0% 0% 0% 1% 0%
Google 3% 100% 15% 100% 11%
Kenshoo 0% 2% 2% 1% 0%
Microsoft 100% 0% 100% 0% 79%
Nielsen 0% 0% 0% 1% 0%
PPCProtect 0% 2% 0% 1% 1%
Qwant 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Rakuten 0% 0% 0% 0% 3%
StartPage 0% 0% 0% 100% 0%
Unknown 4% 23% 15% 19% 16%

destination website visited by the user through the advertisement
to the user profile, especially if the user’s browser has flat-cookie
storage.

4.3 After clicking on an ad
Finally, we measure how user privacy is impacted once the user
has “finished” clicking on a search ad and has arrived at the adver-
tiser’s page. We measure how the search engine/advertiser relation-
ship effects user privacy in two ways: first, by measuring whether
advertisers include trackers or other known-privacy-harming re-
sources, and two, by measuring if and what kinds of information
the search engine’s advertising system provides to the advertiser
(in the form of user-describing query params). This first measure
relates to whether the search engine requires advertisers to abide by
privacy-respecting practices; the latter measure relates to whether
search engines’ advertising systems collude with advertisers to aid
advertisers in profiling visitors.

Redirectors in navigation paths can aggregate more data about
the user’s behavior if they have scripts on the ads’ destination
websites. For this, they need to match users using either third-party
cookies if they are enabled by the browser or UID smuggling. In this
section, We investigate whether redirectors can aggregate users’
activity on ads destination websites by analyzing online trackers,
whether they receive UID as query parameters, and whether they
store them. We recorded these requests by keeping the crawlers on
the ads’ destination pages for 15 seconds for all iterations.

4.3.1 Requests to online trackers. We first measure whether search
engines protect their users by requiring advertisers to be privacy-
protecting. We measure this by loading the website each clicked
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Table 4: Redirectors that store UID cookies.

Bing Google DuckDuckGo StartPage Qwant
ad.doubleclick.net
(3%)

googleadservices.com
(98%)

bing.com
(95%)

google.com
(100%)

bing.com
(78%)

t23.intelliad.de
(1%)

ad.doubleclick.net
(21%)

ad.doubleclick.net
(14%)

googleadservices.com
(94%)

ad.doubleclick.net
(11%)

1045.netrk.net
(1%)

pixel.everesttech.net
(4%)

6102.xg4ken.com
(2%)

ad.doubleclick.net
(18%)

click.linksynergy.com
(3%)

monitor.ppcprotect.com
(2%)

pixel.everesttech.net
(1%)

6008.xg4ken.com
(1%)

pixel.everesttech.net
(1%)

3825.xg4ken.com
(2%)

monitor.ppcprotect.com
(1%)
tracking.deepsearch.adlucent.com
(1%)

search advertisement leads to, recording the URLs of all sub-resources
and network requests made when loading and executing the page,
and comparing those URLs against EasyList and EasyPrivacy.

We find that the web pages users are taken to when they click
on ads search engines contain many trackers and privacy-harming
resources. Further, we observe this for both "standard" and "privacy-
focused" search engines alike. Specifically, we find that 93% of ads
destination pages (across all five search engines) include tracker
and privacy-harming resources. Broken down by search engine, we
observed 277, 218, 326, 437, and 260 different tracker third parties
over all iterations, and a median of 9, 11, 6, 8, and 6 different online
trackers per iteration for Bing, Google, DuckDuckGo, StartPage,
and Qwant, respectively.

In order to understand which companies track users on ad des-
tination pages, we group the domains that observed tracking re-
sources are served from by “entity” using the Disconnect Entity
List [2] For example, using the entity list, we group tracker re-
sources served from the domains google.com and doubleclick.com
to the same entity (i.e., Google). Table 5 presents the top entities
of trackers we observed on ad destination pages. For instance, we
see that Google is the top entity for online trackers on destination
pages for StartPage (36%), and we saw that all StartPage redirection
paths go through Google servers. Hence, if the browser implements
a flat cookies storage, Google can match the StartPage user on the
ads destination website and aggregate data about his activity on it
in 36% of the cases. We make the same observation for Microsoft
trackers on Qwant (4.3%).

4.3.2 User identifiers. Finally, we measure if the advertising sys-
tems of the search engines aid advertisers in tracking users across
sites by transmitting unique identifiers (or other personal or oth-
erwise individual values) across site boundaries through query
parameters.

As discussed in Section 3.2, this technique is sometimes called
UID smuggling and is an increasingly common technique trackers
and sites use to circumvent browser privacy protections (such as
blocking third-party cookies or partitioning browser storage). For
example, if an advertiser places an ad for https://site.example, the
advertising system might collude with the advertiser to allow the
advertiser to profile the user by appending unique identifiers to the
destination URL. The search engine’s advertising system might, for

example, append information the advertising system knows about
the user to the advertiser’s destination URL (creating a URL like
https://site.example?user_id=<id>, so that the advertiser can learn
more about the user, harming the user’s privacy.

Wemeasure whether search engines’ advertising systems collude
with advertisers to track users across sites by examining the query
parameters the search engine (or other intermediate party in a
navigation chain) includes in the URL of the advertiser’s destination
page. We collect all of the query parameters in the destination ad
URLs and extracted values that appeared to be unique identifiers
using the heuristics described in Section 3.2.

We find that advertising systems collude with advertisers most
of the time across all search engines, even private ones. Clicking ads
on all five search engines resulted in user identifiers being passed to
advertisers. We found user identifiers in query parameters in 80%,
94%, 68%, 92%, and 53% for Bing, Google, DuckDuckGo, StartPage,
and Qwant, respectively. Most of these parameters are MSCLKID
(Microsoft Click Identifier) or GCLID (Google Click Identifier), two
unique identifiers used for ad-click tracking. MSCLKID is added to
the landing page URL by Microsoft Advertising and GCLID is added
by Google Ads when users click on their respective ads. Advertis-
ers use these click IDs to identify and track ad clicks; advertisers
might store click-tracking first-party cookies to track actions taken
after the ad click [14, 24, 25]. Table 6 represents the fraction of
iteration where the web request to the ad’s destination page in-
cluded MSCLKID, GCLID, or other parameters. We can see that in
search engines that use Microsoft advertising (DuckDuckGo and
Bing), we find both MSCLKID and GCLID. However, in ones that
use Google advertising (Google, StartPage, and Qwant), we do not
find MSCLKID.

Moreover, we investigate whether ads destination pages persist
the UID query parameters they receive. We cross-reference values
obtained from destination pages’ first-party storage (e.g., cookies
and localStorage) with the query parameters these pages receive.
We find that MSCLKID values are persisted in 15%, 17%, and 1%
of cases for Bing, DuckDuckGo, and Qwant, respectively. As for
GCLID, we find that a cookie is created in 5%, 10%, and 13% of cases
for Bing, Google, and StartPage.

google.com
doubleclick.com
https://site.example
https://site.example?user_id=<id>
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Table 5: Top entities of online trackers reached by crawlers on each search engine.

Bing Google DuckDuckGo StartPage Qwant
unknown (32.0%) unknown (34.8%) unknown (29.5%) Google (36.0%) Google (26.3%)
Google (24.4%) Google (28.7%) Google (21.8%) unknown (28.1%) Amazon (23.4%)
Microsoft (13.8%) Microsoft (10.5%) Amazon (16.3%) Microsoft (4.3%) unknown (22.4%)
Facebook (3.8%) Amazon (3.1%) Facebook (3.4%) Facebook (3.2%) Microsoft (4.2%)
Criteo (2.4%) Criteo (2.5%) Criteo (2.2%) Criteo (3.0%) Criteo (3.8%)

Table 6: Fraction of iteration where the ad’s destination page
received MSCLKID, GCLID and other UID attributes as query
parameters.

MSCLKID GCLID other UID
parameters

Bing 79% 12% 3%
Google 0% 92% 8%
DuckDuckGo 66% 12% 6%
StartPage 0% 92% 12%
Qwant 51% 8% 7%

5 LIMITATIONS
Our measurement methodology has some limitations. First, we only
look for user identifiers transferred in query parameters and do
not detect them when they are transferred in other methods. For
instance, previous work [33, 39] found that trackers sometimes
decorate their own URL in the document.referrer header with user
identifiers and reads them on the destination page. Second, we run
all our crawling iterations from the same IP address. Consequently,
if some query parameters are user IP address based, they will have
the same value across all iterations, and thus we would not con-
sider them as user identifiers. Finally, our results, particularly those
observed after clicking on ads, are subject to variation based on the
ads we selected and the search queries we used. Different search
queries could potentially trigger distinct ads and lead to diverse
advertisers, potentially exhibiting different behaviors. Nonetheless,
our primary objective is to demonstrate the potential for third-party
tracking when interacting with ads on private search engines.

6 RELATEDWORK
Search engines and online tracking have received a lot of attention
from the research community in the past decades. We review next
only studies closest to our work.

Search engines. A first line of work has measured to which
extent we can observe personalization in search engine results [23,
34] and ads [22]. For instance, Hannak et al. [23] have developed
a methodology for measuring personalization in search results,
applied it to Bing, Google, and DuckDuckGo, and found that Bing
results are more personalized than Google ones while they did not
find any noticeable personalization for DuckDuckGo.

A second line of work has focused on solutions to protect users’
privacy from search engines and prevent web profiling. Castellà-
Roca et al. [12] presented a computationally efficient protocol that
provides a distorted user profile to the search engine to preserve
users’ privacy.

Finally, several studies have proposed privacy-preserving search-
personalizing solutions for search engines. For instance, Shen et
al. [36] analyze various software architectures for personalized
search and envision possible strategies with a client-sided personal-
ization. Xu et al. [40] suggest helping users choose the content and
degree of detail of the profile information built by search engines.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no study investigating
the privacy properties of the advertising systems used on private
search engines.

Online tracking. Several works analyzed the usage of cross-site
tracking techniques in the wild [15]. Chen et al. [13] propose a data
flow tracking system to measure user tracking performed through
first-party cookies that third-party JavaScript sets. They found that
more than 97% of the websites they have crawled have first-party
cookies set by third-party javascript and that on 57% of them, there
is at least one cookie containing a unique user identifier diffused
to multiple third parties. Roesner et al. [35] measured how user
tracking occurs in the wild. They found that multiple parties track
most commercial pages and estimate that several trackers can each
capture more than 20% of a user’s browsing behavior.

In response to browsers implementing partitioned cookies stor-
age to protect users from cross-site tracking through browser cook-
ies, several trackers are adopting other tracking strategies such
as bounce tracking or UID smuggling. Koop et al. [26] analyzed
a dataset of redirection chains in the wild and found that 11% of
websites redirect to the same 100 top redirectors. Moreover, they
demonstrate that these top redirectors could identify users on the
most visited websites. Randall et al. [33] measured the frequency
of UID smuggling in the wild and found that it is performed on
more than 8% of all navigations in their dataset. We use a similar
method to identify user identifiers among all cookie values and
query parameters by implementing automatic filtering followed by
a manual inspection.

All these studies were conducted in the wild, and to the best
of our knowledge, no study focuses on navigational tracking tech-
niques performed on search engines.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the first systematic study of the privacy
properties of the advertising systems of five popular search engines:
Two traditional ones, Google and Bing, and three private ones,
DuckDuckGo, StartPage, and Qwant. We investigated whether, and
to which extent, search engines through their advertising systems,
engage in privacy-harming behaviors that allow cross-site tracking.

Despite the privacy intentions and promises of private search
engines, our findings reveal the failure of privacy-focused search
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engines to fully protect users’ privacy during ad interactions. Users
on all measured search engines, including the privacy-focused ones,
are subject to navigation-based tracking by third parties. We find
that all search engines engage in bounce tracking when clicking
on ads, where users are sent through several redirectors before
reaching the ads’ destination websites. Surprisingly, our results in-
dicate that privacy-focused search engines engage in more bounce
tracking than non-privacy-focused ones. While private search en-
gines themselves do not engage in user tracking, their reliance
on traditional advertising systems (Microsoft or Google) renders
users susceptible to tracking by those systems. Although we cannot
directly attribute this tracking to the search engines themselves, it is
evident that they are enabling it through their reliance on Microsoft
and Google’s advertising systems.

Inspecting the privacy policies of the search engines in light
of our findings reveals interesting disparities. While our results
demonstrate that Microsoft is capable of tracking DuckDuckGo
users when they click on ads, DuckDuckGo asserts that Microsoft
does not associate ad-click data with user profiles. On the other
hand, Qwant, which also relies on Microsoft advertising for a signif-
icant fraction of its ads, do not document the utilization of ad-click
data by Microsoft and whether it is used to enhance user profiles.
Similarly, StartPage explicitly states that clicking on ads subjects
users to the data collection policies of other websites.

Our study highlights the need for increased attention to privacy
protection within the advertising systems of search engines. One
potential solution to protect users’ privacy for private search en-
gines would be to reduce their reliance on third-party advertising
systems. Developing their own advertising platform could provide
greater control over privacy practices, although the feasibility and
complexity of such an approach remain uncertain. Alternatively,
private search engines could collaborate with advertising systems
such as Microsoft and Google, forging partnerships that proactively
tackle privacy concerns. For instance, private search engines could
negotiate agreements with the ad provider that prevent redirecting
users who click on ads placed within private search engines to
additional third parties. This approach would minimize the extent
of third-party tracking, limiting it to the ad provider only. More-
over, search engines like StartPage and Qwant could follow the lead
of DuckDuckGo by seeking agreements with advertising systems
to prevent the use of ad-click identifiers for user profile enrich-
ment. These proactive steps would enhance user privacy while
maintaining advertising partnerships with larger platforms.
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8 APPENDIX
Ethics
Our experiments were conducted in a completely automated man-
ner, without any human involvement or use of user data. Further-
more, the measurements we performed imposed minimal overhead
on the well-resourced ad networks

Table 7: Most common redirectors (and their fractions) in domain navigation paths when clicking an ad on search engines.
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